The idea that chocolate causes __ has been proven a myth
__ chocolate contains more flavonoids that are good for you
Molten chocolate can be poured into a __ to make different shapes
Chocolate comes from the ground beans of the __ tree
__ de Cacao is an alcoholic liqueur flavored with cocoa and vanilla
__ comes in all kinds of flavors, including chocolate
Hot chocolate originated with the Aztecs and __
Chocolate tastes bitter before this is added
You can add chocolate __ to milk
__ chocolate uses cocoa butter, not chocolate liquor or cocoa solids
Popular baked good that chocolate chips can be added to
Bananas, strawberries and cherries can be hand-__ in chocolate
Cadbury Creme Eggs are an __ favorite
This bite-size candy was first introduced in 1907
Add chocolate or caramel sauce to your __ - don't forget a cherry, too
Nuts, like __, walnuts, and peanuts, can be added to chocolate
A favorite chocolate dessert, though not as spongy as a piece of cake
A chocolate __ has a solid shell and creamy flavored center
Chocolate contains small amounts of this stimulant
Nougat and caramel are common __ used in chocolate confections
Chocolate __ is popular on birthday cakes
In the U.S., the __ brand of chocolate is the most well known
Rocky road is a popular type of chocolate __
The most popular candy holiday
In Mexico, chili powder or __ are sometimes added to chocolate
On __ Day many chocolates are shaped like a heart
His Mama said "Life is like a box of chocolates..."
ET enjoyed Reese's Pieces' combination of chocolate and __
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